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Saga #20
Former soldier and new mom Alana has already survived lethal
assassins, rampaging armies and alien monstrosities, but now she faces
her greatest challenge yet: the in-laws.

Ender's Game
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From New York Times bestselling writer BRIAN K.VAUGHAN (Y: THE LAST
MAN, EX MACHINA) and critically acclaimed artist FIONA STAPLES
(MYSTERY SOCIETY, NORTH 40), SAGA is the sweeping tale of one young
family fighting to find their place in the worlds. When two soldiers
from opposite sides of a never-ending galactic war fall in love, they
risk everything to bring a fragile new life into a dangerous old
universe. Fantasy and science fiction are wed like never before in a
sexy, subversive drama for adults. This specially priced volume
collects the first arc of the smash hit series The Onion A.V. Club
calls "the emotional epic Hollywood wishes it could make. Collects
SAGA #1-6

Dune
After a dramatic time jump, Hazel begins the most exciting adventure
of her life: kindergarten. Meanwhile, her starcrossed family learns
hard lessons of their own.

Scoop
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 USA TODAY BESTSELLER #1 WALL STREET
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JOURNAL BESTSELLER #1 INDIE BESTSELLER "The Four Winds seems eerily
prescient in 2021 . . . Its message is galvanizing and hopeful: We are
a nation of scrappy survivors. We’ve been in dire straits before; we
will be again. Hold your people close.”—The New York Times "A
spectacular tour de force that shines a spotlight on the indispensable
but often overlooked role of Greatest Generation women."—People
"Through one woman’s survival during the harsh and haunting Dust Bowl,
master storyteller, Kristin Hannah, reminds us that the human heart
and our Earth are as tough, yet as fragile, as a change in the wind."
—Delia Owens, author of Where the Crawdads Sing From the number-one
bestselling author of The Nightingale and The Great Alone comes a
powerful American epic about love and heroism and hope, set during the
Great Depression, a time when the country was in crisis and at war
with itself, when millions were out of work and even the land seemed
to have turned against them. “My land tells its story if you listen.
The story of our family.” Texas, 1921. A time of abundance. The Great
War is over, the bounty of the land is plentiful, and America is on
the brink of a new and optimistic era. But for Elsa Wolcott, deemed
too old to marry in a time when marriage is a woman’s only option, the
future seems bleak. Until the night she meets Rafe Martinelli and
decides to change the direction of her life. With her reputation in
ruin, there is only one respectable choice: marriage to a man she
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barely knows. By 1934, the world has changed; millions are out of work
and drought has devastated the Great Plains. Farmers are fighting to
keep their land and their livelihoods as crops fail and water dries up
and the earth cracks open. Dust storms roll relentlessly across the
plains. Everything on the Martinelli farm is dying, including Elsa’s
tenuous marriage; each day is a desperate battle against nature and a
fight to keep her children alive. In this uncertain and perilous time,
Elsa—like so many of her neighbors—must make an agonizing choice:
fight for the land she loves or leave it behind and go west, to
California, in search of a better life for her family. The Four Winds
is a rich, sweeping novel that stunningly brings to life the Great
Depression and the people who lived through it—the harsh realities
that divided us as a nation and the enduring battle between the haves
and the have-nots. A testament to hope, resilience, and the strength
of the human spirit to survive adversity, The Four Winds is an
indelible portrait of America and the American dream, as seen through
the eyes of one indomitable woman whose courage and sacrifice will
come to define a generation.

Paper Girls Deluxe Edition
The explosive "season finale" to SAGA's most shocking storyline yet.
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Superman Vol. 1: The Unity Saga: Phantom Earth
"Originally published in single magazine form as Paper Girls
#1-10"--Title page verso.

Paper Girls Vol. 1
COLLECTED IN HARDCOVER FOR THE FIRST TIME! Originally only available
on PanelSyndicate.com, this oversized hardcover features a story
firmly set in THE WALKING DEAD comic book continuity by BRIAN K.
VAUGHAN (SAGA, PAPER GIRLS) and MARCOS MARTIN (THE PRIVATE EYE,
BARRIER).

X-Men: The Brood Saga
THE ULTIMATE BINGE-READ! Collecting the first nine volumes of the
critically acclaimed, New York Times bestselling series into one
massive paperback, this compendium tells the entire story (so far!) of
a girl named Hazel and her star-crossed parents. Features 1,400 pages
of gorgeously graphic full-color artwork, including a new cover from
Eisner Award-winning SAGA co-creator FIONA STAPLES. Collects SAGA
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#1-54

Robotech Archives: The Macross Saga Volume 1
"Stan Sakai's tales of the rabbit ronin are collected in an omnibus
format featuring over six hundred pages of samurai adventure,
including the complete Mirage Publishing series and the beginning of
the Dark Horse Comics series"--

Usagi Yojimbo Saga Volume 1 (Second Edition)
The residents of an isolated rural area discover superhuman - and
supernatural - power in their midst in this title collecting the hit
6-issue miniseries. The power stops at the county line, but inside the
afflicted area, something ancient and malevolent stirs as new monsters
arise. Can Wyatt, an unlikely hero from the wrong side of the tracks,
join forces with Sheriff Morgan and town outcast Amanda to keep the
county from imploding or being eaten by mighty Cthulhu?

Pride of Baghdad
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With the vicious alien Brood having infected each of the X-Men with a
virus that causes them to transform into members of the Brood race,
only Wolverine, the only member of the team aware of the danger,
stands between the evil Brood and the security of the universe.
Original.

Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 2
At long last, it's finally time for the THIRD massive hardcover
collection of SAGA, the critically acclaimed sci-fi/fantasy series
from the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES
and writer BRIAN K. VAUGHAN. Collecting 18 of the most shocking and
impactful issues from the epic tale of Hazel and her star-crossed
parents, this deluxe edition features a striking, all-new original
cover from FIONA STAPLES, as well as exclusive, never-before-seen
extras. Collects SAGA #37-54

Saga: Compendium One
"Originally published in single magazine form as Airboy #1-4" -- title
page verso.
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North 40
Infinity Inc.: The Generations Saga Vol. 1
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a betrayed duke
given up for dead on a treacherous desert planet and adopted by its
fierce, nomadic people, who help him unravel his most unexpected
destiny.

Wolverine: The Long Night
"THE WAR FOR PHANG," Part Three New allies join the battle, but so do
deadly new enemies.

Saga #14
Usagi Yojimbo Saga
The final collection of the epic SciFi Western, EASTOF WEST, presented
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in a prestige, deluxe hardcoverformat. Collects EAST OF WEST#31-45

Y: the Last Man Omnibus
Inspired by true events, a graphic novel examines life on the streets
of war-torn Iraq, raising questions about the meaning of liberation
through the experiences of four lions who escaped from the Baghdad Zoo
during a raid.

Saga Vol. 1
Unable to discard his humanity but equally unable to suppress his
Ghoul hunger, Ken finds salvation in the kindness of friendly Ghouls
who teach him how to pass as human and eat flesh humanely. But recent
upheavals in Ghoul society attract the police like wolves to prey, and
they don’t discriminate between conscientious and ravenous Ghouls. -VIZ Media

After Birth
From BRIAN K. VAUGHAN, #1 New York Times bestselling writer of SAGA
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and THE PRIVATE EYE, and CLIFF CHIANG, legendary artist of Wonder
Woman, comes the first volume of an all-new ongoing adventure. In the
early hours after Halloween of 1988, four 2-yearold newspaper delivery
girls uncover the most important story of all time. Suburban drama and
otherworldly mysteries collide in this smashhit series about
nostalgia, first jobs, and the last days of childhood. Collects PAPER
GIRLS #1-5.

Airboy
Titan Comics proudly presents the first volume of Robotech Archives a series of omnibus books set to collect a wide range of classic and
rare Robotech comics. This volume collects the Robotech Graphic Novel
- a prologue to the Macross saga - plus the first 11 issues of the
original comic adaptation of the Robotech Macross comic series.
Contains a special foreword by Svea Stauch Macek, the original artist
on the first Robotech Macross comic issue and widow of Carl Macek, the
creator of the Robotech saga.

Saga #25
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The fallout from THE Man of Steel mini-series has Clark Kent looking
at the world through new eyeswith new ideas about what Superman could
and should do for the city of Metropolis and the planet Earth. His
first job? Getting the planet out of the Phantom Zone! The world
quakes and shakes as it begins to succumb to the effects of the entire
planet being moved into the lifeless realm known as the Phantom Zone.
As Superman works with the Justice League, an old enemy trapped in the
same prison returns to stop the Man of Steel and escape. Collects
SUPERMAN #1-6.

Dinosaur Lives
Gwendolyn and Slave Girl think about the future.

Usagi Yojimbo Saga
Sophie Cooper is back and ready for action in this exciting new volume
of Scoop! In Scoop, Vol. 2: Truther Dare, Sophie's newfound fame as an
investigative reporter leads to her next case—a local celebrity
charged with the murder of his ex-wife. Despite overwhelming evidence,
the hometown hero maintains his innocence and wants Sophie's help in
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finding the "real killer." But she's already pretty busy trying to
survive WMIA 7, high school, love triangles, her quinceñera, and new
paranormal discoveries in the Everglades with ties to Sophie's own
past.

Saga
A teenage girl struggles to overcome the trauma of war in an
alternate, matriarchal 1900s Asia that's brimming with arcane dangers.
This task is made all the more difficult by her mysterious psychic
link to an eldritch monster of tremendous power a connection that will
transform them both, and place them in the crosshairs of both human
and otherworldly powers. Creator/writer MARJORIE LIU (who made history
as the first woman to win an Eisner Award for Best Writer) and
creator/artist SANA TAKEDA present a deluxe, oversized hardcover
edition of their beloved breakout comic in MONSTRESS, BOOK ONE. This
massive edition features a striking new cover and includes neverbefore-seen sketches, script pages, and more for over 500 pages of
award-winning content. Collects MONSTRESS #1-18

Machine Moon
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In snowy upstate New York, Ari, a struggling mother of a one-year-old,
and Mina, a nine-months-pregnant woman who is new to town, become
comrades-in-arms.

Whys and wherefores, #55-60
"The sweeping tale of one young family fighting to find their place in
the universe. When two soldiers from opposite sides of a never-ending
galactic war fall in love, they risk everything to bring a fragile new
life into a dangerous old world"--P. [4] of cover (v. 1).

East of West: the Apocalypse, Year Three
Marko and Alana's long-lost babysitter Izabel finally returns to the
fold, but at what cost?

Saga 7
To help their friends, Hazel and her parents risk everything to visit
a dangerous new world. Celebrating 50 consecutive issues by the same
award-winning creative team. Plus, the winners of the latest SAGA
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COSTUME CONTEST are revealed exclusively in "To Be Continued," the
letters page showcasing the best readers in comics!

Saga: Book Three Deluxe
Celebrate Stan Sakai's beloved rabbit ronin with the Second Edition
collections of the comic saga featuring brand new original cover art
by Stan Sakai! Follow Miyamoto Usagi in his epic trek along the
warrior's path, beginning with over 600 pages of Usagi's essential
adventures. In this first volume, Usagi protects a village from a band
of assassins, reluctantly engages in a duel for blood money, hunts a
gangster who has stolen his swords, and more! Collects Usagi Yojimbo
Volume 2 #1-#16 and Volume 3 #1-#6!

Monstress: Book One
A decade after planet-sized robots wreaked havoc across the galaxy, a
young android awakens to find that all robots have been outlawed and
goes on the run with his robot dog.

The Four Winds
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Something very terrible happens.

Saga #54
The adventures of Stan Sakai's beloved Miyamoto Usagi hit an early
peak in this new deluxe compilation! Volume Two features the rabbit
ronin's first encounters with the Lord of Owls, Inspector Ishida, and
more, and is highlighted by the Eisner Award-winning Grasscutter, a
grand tale assembling nearly all the series' characters in a struggle
over the grasscutting sword of Japanese legend, with the fate of the
nation in the balance! This omnibus collects Usagi Yojimbo Book 11:
Seasons, Usagi Yojimbo Book 12: Grasscutter, and Usagi Yojimbo Book
13: Grey Shadows.

The Walking Dead: Alien
Following a string of mysterious deaths in Burns, Alaska, Special
Agents Sally Pierce and Tad Marshall arrive to investigate. They soon
find there's more going on than meets the eye Marvel's hit scripted
podcast "Wolverine: The Long Night," comes to life on the page!
Chilling twists and turns, brought to you by the original author of
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the podcast, Benjamin Percy, and the art talents of Marcio Takara!
COLLECTING: WOLVERINE: THE LONG NIGHT ADAPTATION 1-5

Saga #50
Shunned by their parents and mentors in the Justice Society of
America, Infinity, Inc. is a team made up of the best and brightest
new heroes from the next generation of DC Comics. Collected at last
from INFINITY INC. #1-4, ALL-STAR SQUADRON #25-26 and ALL-STAR
SQUADRON ANNUAL #2, INFINITY INC. follows the adventures of the
Justice Society of America's sons and daughters as they pick up the
role of crime-fighters from their parents. Denied membership by the
JSA, the young cast of Infinity Inc. decides to train themselves Ð
including heroes Power Girl, Huntress, Jade, Obsidian, Nuklon and
more!

Saga #8
Reveals the tense and emotional world of dinosaur exploration and
sheds light on the debates surrounding the lives, evolution, and
extinction of these ancient creatures
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Saga #10
"Y: The last man created by Brian K. Vaughan and Pia Guerra."

Saga
"The classic of modern science fiction"--Front cover.

Saga #39
Saga is back, as is almost the entire cast!
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